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Abstract We consider singular integral operators with rough kernels on
the product space of homogeneous groups We prove L
p
boundedness of
them for p    under a sharp integrability condition of the kernels
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 Section  of Chapter  We also write R
d
 H  Therefore
in addition to the Euclidean structure H is equipped with a homogeneous
nilpotent Lie group structure where Lebesgue measure is biinvariant Haar
measure the identity is the origin 	 and x
 
 x We note that multipli
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d
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is the Lebesgue surface measure on 
d

If we dene a left invariant quasimetric d by dx y  rx
 
y the space H
with the quasimetric d can be regarded as a space of homogeneous type See

        for more details about background materials
The convolution f  g on H is dened by






Let  be locally integrable in R
d
n f	g We assume that  is homogeneous of
degree 	 with respect to the dilation group fA
t
g that is A
t
x  x for







We dene the singular integral

















x  	 The following result was proved in 

Theorem A Let Tf be as in  Suppose that   L logL
d
 Then T
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Then the following result is known see 
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Then T
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See 
        for relevant results and also 
  
for weak   boundedness
An analogue of a theory of Duoandikoetxea and Rubio de Francia 
	 for
homogeneous groups was developed in 
 where the use of Fourier transform
estimates was replaced by a variant of the L

estimates given in T Tao 

The theory enables us to prove Theorem B and to give a dierent proof of
Theorem A In this note we shall show that the theory extends to the case
of product spaces of homogeneous groups Consequently we can obtain an
analogue of Theorem A for multiple singular integrals with rough kernels
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 Dene the singular integral
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tively Then we shall prove the following








 Let T be as in 






 for all p  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Also we consider the maximal singular integral
T






































under a condition of the kernels similar
to the one in Theorem 
See 
    for previous works about singular integrals on product
of Euclidean spaces Our methods will give dierent proofs for some previous
results where singular integrals are dened by Euclidean convolution since
our proof of Theorem  will not use Fourier transform estimates explicitly
Theorem  is an extension of a result of 
 to the case of singular integrals on
product homogeneous groups The optimality of the kernel class LlogL


in the case of Euclidean convolution can be found in 

To prove Theorem  we apply extrapolation arguments via the following
estimate









there exists a constant C
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 and fc
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	 and also 
 
In Section  we prove a basic L

estimate Lemma  by applying meth
ods of Tao 
 This enables us to adapt the theory of 
	 for the case of
multiple singular integrals on product homogeneous groups to prove Propo
sition  in Section  In Section  we prove an estimate for a certain maximal
function which is closely related to the maximal singular integral in  In
the proofs of the results we deal with real valued functions only to simplify
our arguments In this note the letter C along with some others will be
used to denote nonnegative constants which may be dierent in dierent
occurrences
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where c
m
is a constant independent of  this is possible since we assume
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g is an arbitrary sequence such that 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of functions F supported in D
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 We prove the following L

estimates
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Proof It suces to prove Lemma  by assuming j
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and noting that 
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  	 then from the cancellation condition for 























for some    	 which implies the conclusion by Youngs inequality We
need the following estimates




 for some q  











where the constant C is independent of  q and F 
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This implies the conclusion  



















































































































































































































































see the proof of  of 
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By this and 	 with i   we have  in the case k






  and k

  	 can be handled similarly
We shall prove

















































































  by  	 with i    and 
we have


















Combining this with  and Lemma  we get the desired inequality of



















 	 with i    and  we have



























  	 we can use  to prove the estimate in
Lemma  This will complete the proof of Lemma 
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denotes the convolution product of m factors of




without loss of generality This is deduced
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uniformly for w
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 for all g in C
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compact support such that kgk
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is the left invariant derivative see 
 
 Then to obtain







































































































is a function in C
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 and   are small positive numbers
We prove  by considering three cases






























































 this was proved in Section  of 
 To prove it for the case




 we note that the arguments of 



























































































tain  for i   By  applying H olders inequality we obtain 
for i j  
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 To prove  we need the following four lemmas
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Lemma  is from Lemma  of 
 Lemma  follows from Lemma 
See Lemma  of 
 for Lemmas  and 
















































































































 with a suciently small   	 and
























g and using integration by parts we can get
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 and Section  of 
 By these estimates along with Cramers

















































Case  i   and j   Using Lemmas  and  for i   and arguing




















































































































and using H olders















































































































































for j    where the function g is as above This and Lemma  imply 
We can prove  similarly This completes the proof of Lemma   
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 Proof of Proposition  
By a standard method see Lemma  of 
 for the oneparameter case we
can prove the following LittlewoodPaley inequalities
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We prove the following result for 
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along with Proposition 
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 We x m    and assume  for this m If it
is applied to U
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It is easy to see that
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By Lemma  of 
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By the estimates ! and L
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which proves  for allm by induction For any p    we take 	  	 
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by interpolation between the estimates  with m  j and m  j   By




for p    where gf is
as in  This estimate and  	 with the strong maximal theorem
 imply Lemma  for p   
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we get the desired result This completes the proof of Lemma   
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estimates for certain maximal functions




































































with some positive constant C
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 p   





    by 
Firstly we consider M
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 one by one
Estimate of Q
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for some 	  	  by interpolating between  and  In fact for
p   it is enough to take u   and 	  	  such that p 

























































































for some  c  	 uniformly in  then  follows from   and
Khintchines inequality
To prove  we argue similarly to the proof of  By the Cotlar
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for some  c  	 Hence to estimate Q

it remains to give the estimates 
and 
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By 	 and  we obtain 
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where   f
k
 
g is a sequence such that 
k
 
  or 
k
 
  Then as in
the case of N
j
































































































However it is easy to see that a computation similar to the one in the proof
of  gives the desired results
















































































































































































































































  These estimates can be proved as  and  Using them as























































for some  c  	 which implies 
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for i   We can prove  for i   in the same way From  and
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 CAMf see Lemma 	 of























































































In the same way as in the estimate of N
j
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  p  
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for i   The estimate  for M

can be proved similarly
By     and  for i   and  we obtain the
conclusion of Proposition   
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